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August 26-27

SLALOM JUMP TRICKS



The IWWC announces the VIENNA OPEN 2023 on August 26th and 27th on our site in Raasdorf – just about 
30 minutes from downtown Vienna.

This Standings-List homologated 3-event competition strives to offer the best conditions for dedicated 
waterskiers of all ages – but we grant kids from Austria the priority for participation.
So please feel free to register to the Vienna Open in the EMS (Event Management System of the IWWF) - 
your name will automatically be put on the Waiting List and we will contact you to let you know your 
chances of confirmation. 

Each day of this competition will also represent one round of the Austrian Youth Cup 2023. 
The performances of Austrian skiers up to the age of 21 will count towards their ranking in the Austrian 
Youth Cup.

For those skiers who do not participate in all 3 disciplines on one day we additionally offer another round of 
Slalom on that day (a fourth round per day and skier will not be accepted). For the youth skiers the result of 
that second round of slalom will NOT count towards the Austrian Youth Cup. 
Participants must declare if they wish to have a second round of slalom per day.

Program:
Saturday, August 26 2023 
Sunday, August 27 2023 

08:00 Slalom - Trick - Jump - Slalom 
08:00 Slalom - Trick - Jump - Slalom

The definite schedule will be established by the chief judge in accordance with the organizing committee.

Homologation: The Vienna Open 2023 will be Standings List homologated according to the rules of the 
IWWF.

Rating: Best of 2 rounds

Age Groups: U10, U12, U14, U17, U21, Open, 35+, 45+, 55+, 65+, 70+ 

Slalom Criteria: U10 Girls & Boys - start at 25kph, shorten at 49kph

U12 Girls & Boys - start at 25kph, shorten at 52kph

U14 Girls - start at 46kph, shorten at 52kph
U14 Boys - start at 49kph, shorten at 55kph

U17 Girls  - start at 49kph, shorten at 55kph
U17 Boys - start at 52kph, shorten at 58kph
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U21 Girls - start at 52 kph, shorten at 55kph
U21 Boys - start at 55 kph, shorten at 58kph

35+ Women - start at 52 kph, shorten at 55kph
35+ Men - start at 52 kph, shorten at 55kph

45+ Women - start at 49kph, shorten at 55kph
45+ Men - start at 52kph, shorten at 55kph

55+ Women - start at 43kph, shorten at 52kph
55+ Men - start at 46kph, shorten at 55kph

65+ Women - start at 40kph, shorten at 49kph
65+ Men - start at 43kph, shorten at 52kph

70+ Women - start at 40kph, shorten at 46kph
70+ Men - start at 43kph, shorten at 49kph

Open Women - start at 52kph, shorten at 55kph
Open Men - start at 55kph, shorten at 58kph

Training: Please send an email to b.p.kosch@gmail.com to make your reservation 
4 passes Slalom: € 35,- – for Austrian Youth skiers under the age of 21: € 20,- 
2 runs along Tricks € 30,-
4 Jumps € 30,-

Planned order of age groups:
35+, 45+, 55+, 65+, U10, U12, U14, U17, U21, Open (male before female skiers)

Organizing Committee:
Bernhard Kosch
+43 699 15000155
b.p.kosch@gmail.com

Lake: Due to the rather short length of the lake an 8-buoy Slalom course is installed.
In order to make the annoying “zero-ball” in front of each entry gate disappear, that buoy will submerged 
mechanically.

Boat: Malibu Response TXI 2023 6,2L
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 Hotels: Downtown Vienna is nearby and so are tons of nice hotels. But if you are looking for an 
affordable stay close to our lake (5 min by car) this motel is our recommendation:

Motel 22
Breitenleerstrasse 253, 1220 Wien
phone +43 1 7346767
e-mail office@motel22.at
www.motel22.at

Bookings for all officials will be made by the organizer, their costs will be paid.
All judges are kindly requested to send their requirements to Bernhard: b.p.kosch@gmail.com

Indemnity: Standards for condition and safety measures of tournament site are suited to the respectively 
valid rules of the International Waterski Federation (IWWF), the National Waterski Federation (ÖWWV), 
the respectively valid rules and way of holding of the ÖWWV and the respectively valid agreement (rule 
book) between the organizing committee (OK) and the ÖWWV. Orders of the respective judge are so 
far definitive. Each participant commits himself to tell own faultings the judge. Starting in the tournament 
means that the competitor will recognize the suitability and sufficiency of the given tournament site 
condition and the available safety measures. The promoter will accept no moreover responsibility for a 
certain tournament site condition or special safety measures.

Entry fee: per round and discipline € 50,- 

For Austrian Skiers under the age of 21 the fee for the first event per round is € 35,-, for the second and 
third event € 25,- per round.
If the youth skiers want to ski an extra round of Slalom on one day they have to pay € 50,- for that round 
(like adults and foreign youth skiers).

This competition is a ranking list homologated event. Every competitor must be in possession of a valid 
license! 
Austrian youth skiers who do not have a license for the year 2023 can purchase a license for this 
competition at the special rate of € 10,- payable to the organizer.

Please transfer to our bank account:
IWWC
IBAN: AT09 1200 0227 1234 9900
BIC: BKAUATWW
Reference: indicate the events you want to participate in:
“S/T/J” or “S/T/S” or “S/J/S” or if you do not want Slalom at all: “T/J” or “T” or “J” 
(Don’t forget to mention your name!)
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Prior to the competition every skier has to sign the following indemnity:

Standards for condition and safety measures of tournament site are suited to the respectively valid rules of 
the International Waterski Federation (IWWF), the National Waterski Federation (ÖWWV), the respectively 
valid rules and way of holding of the ÖWWV and the respectively valid agreement (rule book) between the 
organizing committee (OK) and the ÖWWV. Orders of the respective judge are so far definitives. Each par-
ticipant commits himself to tell own faulting the judge. Starting in the tournament means that the competitor 
will recognize the suitability and sufficiency of the given tournament site condition and the available safety 
measures. The promoter will accept no moreover responsibility for a certain tournament site condition or 
special safety measures.

As a competitor in the VIENNA OPEN 2023 I agree:

- to comply with all instructions given by the IWWF/EAME officials and the organizer;

- that I take part in or am involved in the competition at my own risk;

- that neither the IWWF/EAME nor the organizer nor their officers, servants or agents are responsible for
the loss of or damage to personal property, sports clothing or equipment howsoever such loss or
damage arises; and

- that neither the IWWF/EAME nor the organizer nor their officers, servants or agents are responsible
or liable for any injury or death caused to or suffered by me in any accident, fatal or otherwise,
howsoever caused and whether occurring during or in connection with the competition.



IWWC - Internationaler Wiener Wasserskiclub 
2281 Raasdorf
vorstand@iwwc.at

Kontakt:
Bernhard Kosch 0699 15000155 

48°14‘05.5“N 16°33‘32.5“E

SCAN ME!
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